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I. Entrepot of ancient empires
II. Important to spread of Christianity
III. 2nd city of Roman empire
IV. Outdoor museum of ruins of ancient world
V. Life, livelihood & lot of the ancients

You’ll encounter earth scattered with stones but be entranced by the
tales they would tell if they could talk of their celebrity

Significance of
Ephesus?

◼

◼

UNESCO outdoor museum of ancient civilizations where notables
of history trod – St Paul, Mark Antony, Cleopatra, Trajan …
Where ruins give appreciation of ancients and their impressive
works
◼
◼
◼

◼

Ancient amphitheater of 24,000 seats
Temple of Artemis – Seventh Wonder of Ancient World
Library of Celsus

Where Greeks & Romans ruled and Christianity spread
“One must travel to learn.” – Mark Twain
“Adventure is worthwhile.” – Aristotle
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I. Entrepot of
ancient empires

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Ancient Greek-Roman City
On major trade route (Silk Road)
Most important city in Asia Minor (now Turkey)
Cayster River harbor that opened into Aegean Sea
Visited by famous of ancients – St Paul, St John, Mother
Mary, Mark Antony, Cleopatra, Alexander the Great,
Hadrian, Croesus, Pliny the Elder …
Site of Temple of Artemis, 7th Wonder of Ancient World
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Vital Port of
Ancient Ephesus
Kusadasi

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Ephesus -centre of travel and commerce with one of
greatest seaports of ancient world
Because of excellent port, early colonists from Athens
chose as trade-link for goods from West to East
Traded olive oil, animals, glass, marble, tiles, wine, grain,
pottery, iron, copper, lead, gold, tin and slaves
Port silted up over centuries, Ephesus now 6 miles inland
Area around Ephesus and harbor turned into a swamp
Ephesians abandoned after earthquakes and malaria
Nearby Kusadasi became port for cruise ships today
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Ephesus - The
“Light of Asia”
Temple of
Artemis
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Ancient Mediterranean trading center
Hotbed of early Christian evangelism
Built Temple of Artemis, a Seventh Wonder of World
Revolted against outside tyrants; ruled by a council
Home of important poets, philosophers, painters, and physicians
Conquered by King Croesus - richest man in world; financed
reconstruction of Temple of Artemis and ousted Persians
Modern social relations- accepted strangers; education valued
Library of Celsius - major intellectual hub
Amphitheater of Ephesus - 25,000 seats
Advanced aqueduct systems that powered sawmill for marble
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Founding & Early Rise of
Ephesus
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

In 11th century BC: Greeks arrived
560-547 BC: Lydian King Croesus rule,
richest in world, rebuilt Temple for 3rd time
356 BC: Temple burned but rebuilt grander
546 BC: fell to Persians
334 BC: Alexander the Great defeated
Persians
323 -281 BC: Lysimachus, renamed Arsineia,
forced relocation built new harbor and
defensive walls
Croesus
Source: www.history.com/topics/ancient-greece/ephesus
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Ephesus rise to
greatness
Alexander
the Great

◼

◼
◼

334 BC: Alexander the Great liberated from Persians
300 BC: Great Amphitheater built
27 BC: Augustus made capital of western Asia Minor
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

Flourished as a port city and route of ancient Silk Road
Became 2nd city only to Rome as center of culture and commerce

33 BC: Mark Antony with Cleopatra gathered his fleet before
defeat at battle of Actium with Octavius
40-60 CE: Apostles Paul & John come and spread Christianity
112 CE: Celsus Library built
Source: www.history.com/topics/ancient-greece/ephesus
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Decline of
Ephesus
Artemis
Temple
destroyed

◼

◼
◼

◼

During Roman period, due to deforestation and overgrazing,
sediments began filling the plain
263 CE: City & Temple destroyed by Goths and splendor declined
379-395 CE: Roman Emperor Theodosius succeeded Goths,
clamped down and Temple ruins used to build Christian churches
395 CE: In Byzantine period, Constantine declared Christianity
official religion of all of Rome
◼
◼
◼

Made Constantinople capital of Roman Eastern Empire
This left Ephesus facing decline due to its harbor silting
Ephesus iconic places attracted visitors but was a port city in decline
Source: www.history.com/topics/ancient-greece/ephesus
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Continuing long decline
and abandonment

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

6th & 7th centuries CE: Earthquake and harbor’s continuing decline
left a shell of the city
Arab invasions forced people relocate to new settlement
1147 - Second Crusaders surprised Ephesus so small
Ephesus continued to deteriorate, although had recovered under
rule of Seljuk Turks in 14th century
15th century: Ottoman Empire took final control but was in dire
straits and its harbor practically useless
At end of 15th century: Abandoned, ruins buried in mud until
discovered by British in 1863
Source: www.history.com/topics/ancient-greece/ephesus
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II. Important to
spread of Christianity

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Starting in 1st century CE, vital to spread of Christianity
Apostles Paul & John came and rebuked cults of Artemis
Eventually Christianity became the city’s official religion
Mary, mother of Jesus, is thought to have spent her last years in
Ephesus where her house and John’s tomb is located
Ephesus much noted in New Testament – The Ephesians
One of Seven Churches of Revelation in Asia Minor (modern
Turkey) during 1st century AD
Source: www.history.com/topics/ancient-greece/ephesus
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Why Ephesus important
in early Christianity?

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Large centrally located city of 300,000
At western end of Silk Road where not only goods but
also words spread through its port and road system
Majority were pagan, thus virgin territory for Christianity
Capital of Roman province - Lumen Asia (“Light of Asia”)
Grand Amphitheater, excellent acoustics and 24,000
seats, ideal place for Paul to preach but angry crowds
prohibited it
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IV. Outdoor museum of
life of ancient world

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Ancient ruins discovered by British
after 1860s, attracted tourists
Significance and splendor of
recognized in 2015 by UNESCO
Ephesus Archaeological Museum
houses finds from the site
Most famous - statue of Greek
goddess Artemis
Many-breasted Artemis - symbol of temple and also
of abundance, hunting and wildlife
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Temple of Artemis – Seventh Wonder of
Ancient World

Reconstructed model at Istanbul
◼
◼
◼

Ruins at the site of the temple

Originally entirely made of marble with 36 huge columns
Rebuilt in 2nd century BCE on top of the previous one
Was again destroyed by fire, reconstructed, again demolished by
earthquakes, rebuilt, and looted by Goths one year later.
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Celsus Library - One
of most beautiful
structures in Ephesus

◼

◼

◼

◼

Built in 117 A.D. over tomb
of Celsus the governor
Scrolls kept in cupboards in niches along double walls to
protect from extremes of temperature and humidity
Capacity for 12,000 scrolls – 3rd richest library in ancient
times after Alexandria and Pergamum
Virtues of Celsus statues in niches of columns symbolize
wisdom (Sophia), knowledge (Episteme), intelligence
(Ennoia) and valor (Arete)
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Ephesus Amphitheatre

◼
◼
◼

◼

Built of marble - accommodated 24,000
Construction in Hellenistic and expanded in Roman times
Damaged by earthquakes in 4th Century
In 8th century CE became a part of fortifications
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House of Virgin Mary

◼
◼

◼

5 miles distant from Ephesus, discovered in 1881
Catholic pilgrims visit based on the belief that Mary,
mother of Jesus, arrived with Apostle John and lived there
Catholic Church has never confirmed its authenticity, but
popes have visited and elevated to status of a Holy Place 16

Basilica of
St John

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

300 years after St John’s death, small chapel constructed
Expanded into basilica in reign of Justinian (527 -565 CE)
John wrote his Gospel in Ephesus and Revelation at Patmos
Basilica in shape of cross and covered with six domes and
made of stone and brick
St. John spent last years in Ephesus, buried under dome
After invasion of Turks, used as mosque in 14th century
until damaged by earthquake
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V. Life & lot
of ancients

◼
◼
◼
◼

Until Industrial Revolution, life in Malthusian Trap at subsistence
Consumption limited to bare basics of food, shelter & clothing
Changes so gradual most probably unaware
Life expectancy below 30 years due to high infant mortality
Life was “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short” - Hobbes
Sources: Gregory Clark, A Farewell to Alms- A Brief Economic History of the World, and Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, 1651
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Why was violence
rampant – multiples
of those today?

◼
◼
◼

◼

Lacked organized governments, property & human rights
Kingdoms raided and plundered neighboring areas
Violence by state - breaking on the wheel, burning at the
stake, stoning, severing hands and ears, religious persecution,
slavery, extractive taxation, gladiatorial and animal fights
Slaves 25% of population and sold in agoras (market)
Steven Pinker, The Better Angels Of Our Nature- Why Violence Has Declined, 2011
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Income kept low
by Malthusian Trap

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

From 800 BC to 200 CE, Mediterranean achieved a level of
prosperity not surpassed in Europe until 12th or 13th century
That’s why intervening period was called Dark Ages
Technology barely kept pace with population – Malthusian Trap
What advances occurred made possible by network of trade and
markets, not productivity (increased production/worker)
But due to high cost of land transport, most commerce limited to
high-value commodities and cheaper water transport
Source: Rondo Cameron, A Concise Economic History of the World, 3rd Edition, 1997, Chapter 2
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Economy
depended on
conquest

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

As early city-states expanded closer to one another, disputes
over boundaries and water rights led to conflict and conquest
In addition to scarcity, conflicts motivated by lust for power,
dominion, and magnificence
Such ambitions stirred conquerors such as Cyrus of Persia,
Alexander the Great, and Julius Caesar
Economy depended on booty, tribute and taxation that could
wring from conquered and peasants
Little resources devoted to economic development
Source: Rondo Cameron, A Concise Economic History of the World, 3rd Edition, 1997, Chapter 2
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Most labored
in low-yield
agriculture

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Greek soils were poor, yields low due to pests and drought
Could grow olives and grapes but barely grow grains
To maintain fertility and conserve moisture, fields fallowed
Land scarce, tilled laboriously with primitive tools and unproductive
This severely limited size of farms and left little surplus for taxation
Source: Rondo Cameron, A Concise Economic History of the World, 3rd Edition, 1997, Chapter 2
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Due to poor agriculture,
Greeks took to sea &
Ephesus

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Pressure of population on Greece’s limited land resources spurred
settlement of islands and coasts of Asia Minor like Ephesus
By mid 8th century BC, Greeks colonized many cities throughout
Mediterranean from France to Black Sea - “Greater Greece”
Colonization, in addition to relieving population pressure, was on
fertile agricultural regions that supplied food to Athens
Colonies also were markets for manufactured and processed
wears of Athens
Ephesus was such a fertile area and became linked via markets on
the Mediterranean and Silk Road
Source: Rondo Cameron, A Concise Economic History of the World, 3rd Edition, 1997, Chapter 2
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Paradox of
masterworks but low
productivity
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Notable progress in philosophy, mathematics and science,
engineering of aqueducts, roads and domed buildings …
But little advance in labor-saving technology because of attitudes
and lack of incentives
Most labor by slaves or servile peasants who, even if they had
improved technology, would have reaped few benefits
In meantime, privileged classes devoted themselves to war,
government, fine arts and sciences, and conspicuous consumption
Thus, little devoted to easing burden or improving status of servile
masses

A society based on slavery may produce great masterworks of art and
literature, but it cannot produce sustained economic growth. - Cameron, A
Concise Economic History of the World , Chapter 2
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Ephesus - “Light of Asia”
Summary & Conclusions

I.

Entrepot of ancient empires
❖

Major port and city

❖

Books of Bible written by Apostles, last home of Virgin Mary, and
Seventh Wonder of World Artemis Temple

II. Important to spread of Christianity
III. 2nd city of Roman Empire
❖

Conquered by Rome, became flourishing city, visited by St Paul, St
John, Mark Antony, Cleopatra, Alexander the Great, Croesus …

IV. Outdoor museum of ancient ruins
❖

Historic ruins: Temple of Artemis, Library of Celsus, Amphitheatre,
Basilica of St John, House of Virgin Mary…

V. Life, livelihood & lot of ancients
❖

“Solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short,” a Malthusian Trap

Thanks for coming!
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Supplementary Appendix

Periods and Events of Ephesus History
◼

Greek Migrations & Archaic Periods
◼
◼

◼

11th BC - Greeks came to Anatolia and became Ionian
900 BC -Temple of Artemis, a 7th Wonder of Ancient World

Classical & Hellenistic Periods (550 BC-129 BC)
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

550 BC- Democracy introduced to Aristarchus of Athens
560 BC- Lydian Croesus gained influence and rebuilt Temple
431-404 BC - In Peloponnesian War, allied to Athens then Sparta
356 BC - Herostratus burned Temple
334 BC - Alexander liberated from Persians & rebuilt Temple
332 BC - Renamed Arsineia by Lysimachus after Alexander’s death
300 BC - Amphitheater constructed
281 BC - Death of Lysimachus and falls under Seleucid
(Hellenistic) rule
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Supplementary Appendix

Periods and Events of Ephesus History
◼

(Continued)

Roman Period (129 BC-395 CE)
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

129 BC -Becomes part of the Roman Empire
41 BC - Mark Antony came with Cleopatra prior to Battle of
Actium defeat
17 CE - Earthquake destroys much
23 - Earthquake damaged; reconstruction with Roman aid
27 - Roman capital of W Asia Minor - 2nd city only to Rome
52-55 - St Paul came and gave daily talks for two years
64 – St John came with Mary, mother of Jesus
117 - Library of Celsus completed
262 - Earthquake hit, Artemis Temple destroyed by Goths
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Supplementary Appendix

Periods and Events of Ephesus History
◼

Byzantine Roman Period (395-1308)
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

550 - Justinian built the great basilica of St. John
654/655 - Arabs attacked
1090 - Seljuck Turks captured
1147 - Second Crusaders surprised so small

Ottoman Period (1304-1923)
◼
◼
◼

◼

(Continued)

1304 - Turks pillaged and deported many to Greece
1400 - Ephesus completely abandoned
1863-74 - British discovered ruins

Republic of Turkey Period (1923-to date)
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Supplementary Appendix

Periods and Events of Ephesus History
◼

Byzantine Roman Period (395-1308)
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

550 - Justinian built the great basilica of St. John
654/655 - Arabs attacked
1090 - Seljuck Turks captured
1147 - Second Crusaders surprised so small

Ottoman Period (1304-1923)
◼
◼
◼

◼

(Continued)

1304 - Turks pillaged and deported many to Greece
1400 - Ephesus completely abandoned
1863-74 - British discovered ruins

Republic of Turkey Period (1923-to date
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Supplementary Appendix

Shatter belt of succession of rule
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

1100 BC: Greeks settled in Ephesus
650 BC: Attacked and razed Temple of Artemis
560 BC: Conquered by Libyan King Croesus
547 BC: Defeated by the Persian army
478 BC: With Athens defeated Persians
334 BC: Alexander the Great liberated from Persians
281 BC: Became part of Seleucid Empire
263 BC: Came under Egyptian rule
196 BC: Recaptured by Seleucids
197 BC: Came under Pergamon
133 BC: Came under Roman Empire
395 CE: 2nd most important Byzantine Empire city after Constantinople
1090: Seljuk Turks conquered
1402: Tamerlane defeated the Ottomans
1425: Reincorporated into the Ottoman Empire
15th century: Completely abandoned
1923: City of Turkey that continues today

Shatter belt - a strategically positioned area that is internally divided and captured in the
competition between other powers in the region.
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Supplementary Appendix

Highlights of 3,000-year history of Ephesus
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11th century BC: Greeks arrived and called themselves Ionians
550 BC: Temple of Artemis built, 7th Wonder of Ancient World
334 BC: Alexander the Great liberated
300 BC: Theatre of Ephesus constructed
129 BC: Ephesus in Roman Empire & later 2nd city of Roman Empire
41 BC: Mark Antony came with Cleopatra
17 CE: Earthquake destroys much
40 CE: Apostle John brings Virgin Mary to Ephesus and both stay
52-55: St. Paul came gave talks for two years
113-114: Roman Emperor Trajan visited Ephesus
117: Library of Celsus completed
262: Goths destroyed Temple of Artemis and never regained splendor
431-550: Justinian built the great basilica of St. John
1400: Port silted, malaria struck and Ephesus completely abandoned
1869: British discovered Temple of Artemis
2015: UNESCO designates as World Heritage Site
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Supplementary Appendix

Major Periods of History from Stone Age to
Contemporary Period
Ancient History (6,000 BCE – 655 CE)
Stone Age ended between 6000 & 2000 BCE
Ancient Greece, (circa 1000 BCE – 146 BCE)
Ancient Rome (753 BCE – 476 CE)
Late Antiquity Europe (300 CE – 476 CE)
Middle Ages of Europe (5th to - 15th century)
Early Middle Ages (once called Dark Age (Europe, 5th – 11th century)
Byzantine Empire (Southeast Europe, 476–1453)
Islamic Golden Age (Middle East, 750–1300)
Crusades in the Holy Land (Mediterranean Sea, 1095–1291)
Mongol Empire (Eurasia, 1206–1368)
Modern history (1500 CE–present)
The Renaissance (Europe, 14th century – 17th century)
Age of Discovery (or Exploration) (Europe, 15th – 18th century)
The Protestant Reformation (Europe, 16th century)
Age of Sail (1571–1862)
Age of Enlightenment (Europe, 18th century)
Late Modern Period (1750–1945)
Industrial Revolution (Western Europe, 1760–1840)
Contemporary Period (1945–present)
Source: Wikipedia, Ancient History
Main article: Ancient history
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